We present a new system for the harmonic analysis of popular musical audio. It is focused on chord estimation, although the proposed system additionally estimates the key sequence and bass notes. It is distinct from competing approaches in two main ways. First, it makes use of a new improved chromagram representation of audio that takes the human perception of loudness into account. Furthermore, it is the first system for joint estimation of chords, keys, and bass notes that is fully based on machine learning, requiring no expert knowledge to tune the parameters. This means that it will benefit from future increases in available annotated audio files, broadening its applicability to a wider range of genres. In all of three evaluation scenarios, including a new one that allows evaluation on audio for which no complete ground truth annotation is available, the proposed system is shown to be faster, more memory efficient, and more accurate than the state-of-theart.
I. INTRODUCTION
B ESIDES by the melody, the quality of Western tonal music is strongly determined by its chords and chord progressions, key, and bassline [1] . For example, a minor chord often evokes a more melancholic mood, while a major chord may sound more positive. Furthermore, various genres will make use of different types of chord progressions of different complexities (see, e.g., Section IV-C in [2] ), with jazz music typically being the most complex in this respect. The interplay and dynamics of chords are therefore essential in the way humans perceive and experience music [1] , [3] . Unfortunately, transcribing chords in music audio is nontrivial, even for trained musicians, and hard to automate. Manuscript Chord estimation as we define it in this paper is the task of automatically detecting chord labels and boundaries from the audio of a musical piece. Loosely speaking, the structure of most approaches to this task consists of dividing a song into a high time resolution sequence of windows, known as time frames. Subsequently, an algorithm is used to assign a chord label to each frame, based on the features extracted and the local context. Key estimation from music audio involves a similar procedure in order to determine the key and key changes during the song. In recent years, audio chord estimation and tonal key estimation have been very active fields [2] , [4] - [20] due to the increasing popularity of using such mid-level tonal features in music information retrieval (MIR). Of course, the chords, keys, and basslines of a song are not independent. Thus, addressing them simultaneously seems a natural strategy, which we adopt in this paper.
The annual Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX 1 ) evaluation has a task dedicated to chord estimation, where participants attempt to predict chord labels and boundaries for a collection of songs. The chords in this evaluation have been simplified to an alphabet of 25 classes: 12 major chords, 12 minor chords, and a no-chord symbol for periods of silence, speaking or other times when no chord label can be assigned. In the MIREX Audio Chord Estimation (ACE) evaluation 2010, an expert knowledge based system [11] achieved the best performance, with 80.22% chord estimation accuracy on a collection of The Beatles, Queen, and Zweieck songs. Just one year later, three machine learning (ML)-based systems: [18] , [20] together with the system proposed in this paper, have broken this record and achieved state-of-the-art performances 2 . Even though the results seem to be very promising, a number of problems are impeding further progress. For instance, most metrics do not consider chords other than major and minor, restricting the development of more complicated ACE systems. Furthermore, due to the limited amount of the data, it is becoming increasingly probable that the existing ACE systems (and "pre-trained" expert-systems in particular) are overfitting MIREX evaluation data.
Notation and Definitions
Let be a mono audio signal with indicating the value of the th sample. In chord estimation research, this signal is usually converted into a 12-dimensional representation of the harmonic content, one such vector for each time frame (indexed by with ). This vector is known as a chroma [4] vector, and it reflects the distribution of salience 1 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME 2 http://nema.lis.illinois.edu/nema_out/mirex2011/results/ace/ 1558-7916/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE over the 12 pitch classes. In this paper the sequence of chromagrams for the audio signal are gathered as the columns of a matrix , with indicating the number of frames. The key, chord and bass note annotations are denoted by , , and , with , and representing the alphabets of keys, chords, and bass notes, respectively. Suppose we have a collection of pieces of audio. We will then denote the collection of chromagrams and annotations for keys, chords and bass notes as , ,
, and .
II. BACKGROUND
In the prevailing scheme of key/chord/bass note estimation, two stages can be distinguished: the extraction of the chromagram and the estimation of the keys/chords/bass notes based on these chromagrams. We will here briefly summarize the state-of-the-art on these two aspects.
A. Chromagram Extraction
The following building blocks and strategies have been used in the literature for the computation of chroma features:
• Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT). The computation of chromagrams based on the STFT was proposed in [4] . It has been applied to various key/chord estimation tasks in the early 2000s (e.g., [5] ) and is implemented in the MIR toolbox [21] . To compute chromagrams, for each musical frequency the signal power in nearby frequency bins is summed, after which these energies are wrapped onto one octave to yield 12 pitch class salience. • Constant Q Transform. Proposed by [22] , the constant Q transform forms the basis of many chromagrams, such as the NNLS chromagram [23] . This transform is inspired by the fact that musical pitches are equidistant in log-frequency, and thus it is more reasonable to calculate pitch class energy in the log-frequency domain. This is equivalent to using filter bandwidths that increase linearly with the frequency of the pitch that is filtered out. • Harmonic/Percussive Sound Separation (HPSS). The authors of [24] exploited the fact that harmony typically has a well-defined frequency content, whilst percussive information is typically localized in time to separate the harmonic from the percussive components in the audio. They showed that chromagrams computed from the reconstructed harmonic content only yields better chord estimation performance. • Reducing Local Variations of Chords. The majority of ACE systems require the selection of a frame-wise hop rate, which is normally faster than chord changes to capture chord boundaries. However, this may result in chromagrams that are sensitive to local noise signal and chord variations [25] . To reduce local variation one can apply beat synchronization, a process of summarizing (usually taking the mean/median of) frame-wise features that occur between two beats, yielding fewer but longer beat-synchronous frames [7] , [26] . The rationale for doing this is that chord labels between two consecutive beats tend to be the same; hence, the use of a beat-synchronous frame eliminates the effect of local variation. A recent approach related to this is to consider the boundary information provided by repeated segments of a song, then smoothing chroma vectors corresponding to the same repetition to reduce variation [20] . • Tonal Centroid Re-Weighting. Based on the observation that close harmonic relations such as fifths and major/minor thirds have relatively large Euclidean distances in the pitch class space, in [27] it was suggested to instead use a six-dimensional projection of the chroma vector, known as a tonal centroid, resulting in a musically more sensible metric embedding. Tonal centroid features were experimentally shown to be superior to constant Q chromagrams in [15] , but they were shown to be inferior to beat-synchronous chromagrams in the same paper. • Timbre Invariant Audio Re-Weighting. Exploiting the fact that lower Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are closely related to timbre, the authors of [28] presented a chromagram that is more robust to changes in timbre. The feature regards the logarithm of the spectrum as pitch class salience and discards the lower MFCCs of the pitches before wrapping them onto one octave. The proposed CRP (chroma discrete cosine transform-reduced log pitch) feature is the first chromagram that departs from using energy as pitch class salience, and the ACE system based on this feature [20] achieved state-of-the-art performance in MIREX ACE evaluation 2011. • Human Auditory Perception Re-Weighting. An attempt to extract pitch class salience based on human auditory perception was proposed in [12] . The idea is to transform different frequency spectra by arc-tangent functions so as to weigh human auditory sensitivity. As we will discuss in Section III, this scheme is similar to the technique known as A-weighting [29] , but its motivation is more heuristic.
B. Estimation Algorithm
The most common method for predicting the chord sequence given chroma vectors makes use of hidden Markov models (HMMs, [30] ). An HMM is a probabilistic model in which the sequence being modeled is assumed to be a Markov process of hidden variables with a parallel chain of observed variables that are dependent on these hidden variables. In chord estimation, the chromagrams (or other spectral features, see [31] and [32] ) form the observed variables while the chords are the hidden variables [see the dotted box in Fig. 1(a) ]. The parameters of the HMM can then be tuned by an expert, or estimated from data. For convenience, we will refer to the former type of systems as expert systems and to the latter as ML based systems.
The ML approach, pioneered for chord estimation in [5] , most often estimates the parameters by expectation-maximization [33] , or using maximum likelihood if a fully annotated training set is available (possibly with Laplace correction). More recently, also a discriminative parameter estimation approach [34] was adopted in [9] , which directly attempts to optimize estimation performance instead of the likelihood function.
Later, it was noted that one can exploit chord transition characteristics under different tonal keys [3] , such that estimating chords and keys simultaneously came naturally. This was achieved by deploying more complex HMM topologies, sometimes referred to as dynamic Bayesian networks [2] , [13] - [15] , [17] , [19] These methods make use of interacting key/chord chains to propagate key-to-chord information [i.e., Fig. 1(a) ]. Mathematically, this HMM topology formalizes a probability distribution jointly for the chroma vectors and the annotations, with representing the parameters of this distribution. Given the optimal parameters , the key/chord estimation task is equivalent to finding that maximize the joint probability:
. For more complicated models such as those, only a handful of systems learn the parameters entirely from a training set of songs and annotations [2] , [15] . Most approaches are based at least partially on expert knowledge, where parameters are set on the basis of music theoretic knowledge of the developers [13] , [14] , [17] , [19] . For example, the key and chord transition parameters can be set by an expert, often informed by perceptual key-to-key and chord-to-key relationships [3] .
The superiority of this dual-chain HMM topology over the standard one has now been established, but still it is not perfect for modeling harmony progressions. For instance, different chords may share the same bass note, resulting in similar frequency content in the bass range. This information is useful for distinguishing complex chords (e.g., inversions), but it is difficult to capture by dual-chain key/chord HMMs. Although estimating the bass note of a chord by including the bassline as an additional sequence has been investigated in parallel with research on including the key [6] , [8] , [16] , these lines of research did not converge until the publication of a novel expert system, namely the Musical Probabilistic model (denoted by MP) [11] .
The structure of the MP model is shown in Fig. 1(b) . It was hailed as the first system to combine most musical qualities into a single model, allowing the simultaneous inference of key, chord, and bass pitch classes. This represented a leap forward in harmonic analysis research, for the first time allowing the prediction of complex chords. However the complexity of the structure has also increased the search space and has resulted in severe memory consumption and processing time issues, restricting its practical use. Also tuning the parameters of such a complex model becomes a daunting task.
C. Contributions in This Paper
In the current paper, we propose a new system, Harmony Progression Analyzer (HPA), for harmonic analysis of audio. The HPA system integrates some important contributions made recently in the literature (e.g., using [26] to beat-synchronize chromagrams), and adds a number of novel elements. These novelties pertain to the chromagram computation and the HMM topology and parameter estimation. For the former, relying on empirical studies, we propose a simple alternative chromagram that reflects perceived loudness of pitch classes. The latter enables HPA to simultaneously estimate keys, chords as well as bass notes, allowing us to improve on [5] , [7] , [10] , [13] - [15] , [17] - [20] which can only predict a library of 25 major/minor chords. Regarding the HMM topology, HPA is similar to MP [11] . However, the HPA system differs in that its parameters are learnt from data, whereas in MP they were set by an expert. This ML foundation also enables us to utilize search space reduction techniques, significantly reducing memory consumption and computation times-both of which were significant limitations of MP [11] . More importantly, ML-based parameter tuning expands HPA's scope of applicability to a wider range of genres, as long as training data is available. Fig. 2 illustrates the key components of the HPA, and the rest of the paper is organized based on this flow chart. HPA first tunes the set of frequencies on the equal-tempered scale [35] and extracts the harmonic part of the audio via HPSS [24] . It then calculates the proposed beat-synchronous loudness based chromagram (denoted by LBC), motivated and detailed in Section III. The chromagrams are eventually passed through the HPA HMM decoder (described in Section IV) to estimate keys, chords and bass notes. In Section V, we discuss our evaluation methods, including a new strategy that relies on possibly noisy untimed chord sequences ubiquitous on guitar tab websites [36] , [37] , instead of requiring accurate annotations for the test songs. The experimental results and discussions are given in Section VI. Finally, we draw the conclusions and propose directions of future work in Section VII.
The software to train and use the HPA system is made in MATLAB. It is freely available for research purposes, including comprehensive documentation. 3 
III. LOUDNESS-BASED CHROMAGRAM
In this paper, we note that perception of loudness is not linearly proportional to the power or amplitude spectrum, and hence existing chromagrams typically do not accurately reflect human perception of the audio's spectral content. Indeed, the empirical study in [38] showed that loudness is approximately linearly proportional to the so-called sound pressure level (SPL), defined as the of the power spectrum. Let be the set of frequencies on the equal-tempered scale (possibly tuned to a particular song) over a reasonable range. Then a typical chromagram extraction approach first computes the energy (or amplitude) for all frequencies at all time frame indices . Then reflects the salience at frequency and frame . Here, we suggest to use the of the power spectrum instead, which leads to the SPL matrix denoted and computed as follows:
indicates a reference pressure level and, with the sample time corresponding to frame index (2) is a constant Q transform [22] and is the hamming window. The frequency dependent bandwidth is defined as , where represents the constant resolution factor and is the sampling rate of . Furthermore, low and high frequencies require higher sound pressure levels for the same perceived loudness as mid-frequencies [38] . To compensate for this, we propose to use A-weighting [29] to transform the SPL matrix into a representation of the perceived loudness of each of the pitches as follows:
It is known that loudnesses are additive if they are not close in frequency [39] . This allows us to sum up loudness of sounds in the same pitch class, yielding Hz a reference frequency. Finally, to account for the fact that overall sound level should be irrelevant in estimating harmonic content, our loudness-based chromagram , is obtained by normalizing : (7) Note that this normalization is invariant with respect to the reference level and hence a specific is not required. Note also that the normalization is a nonlinear operation, such that the effect of A-weighting becomes nonlinear too, deemphasizing low-frequency SPLs.
The human auditory perception re-weighting proposed in [12] aims at modeling loudness perception as well, but it uses arc-tangent functions (instead of the established A-weighting) to convert the pitch class energy (rather than SPLs) to a perceptual salience. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of LBC compared to two recent chromagrams: NNLS and CRP. 4 Since NNLS regards the spectral energy as pitch class salience, the loudness of low-energy contents might be underestimated. The advantage is that the background spectrum and high-energy pitches are well-separated, but it also risks filtering out relevant low-energy pitches (e.g., the G note in the second C:maj chord in Fig. 3 ) and yields inaccurate chroma vectors in these cases.
In contrast, chromagrams using a logarithmic transformation of the spectrum (i.e., CRP and LBC) emphasize variations among low-energy pitches, reflecting the fact that these are perceptually stronger than their energy suggests. A possible risk is that this also amplifies the noise. Compared with CRP, the fundamental difference of LBC is that it focuses on modeling the loudness of the pitches, instead of eliminating timbre influence. For CRP this seems to result in a larger background spectrum, such that it requires postprocessing such as in [20] or a special emission probability model used in [40] . LBC on the other hand shows a relatively good balance between noise reduction and low-energy pitch preservation, and our experiments confirm this (see Section VI-A).
In order to extract LBC features, we first convert audio signals to mono 11 025 Hz, and separate the harmonic and percussive elements with our implementation of the HPSS algorithm. After tuning [35] we compute a bass and treble LBC for each song (denoted and , respectively). The bass frequency range used is A1 (55 Hz) to Hz , and the treble frequency range is A3 (220 Hz) to Hz , jointly covering five octaves. The beat tracker then estimates beat positions using our implementation of [26] and takes the median chroma feature between consecutive beats. To train the HPA HMM decoder, it also beat synchronizes the key/chord/bass annotations by taking the most prevalent labels between beats. A median feature vector (with the corresponding beat-synchronous annotations when training) is then treated as one time frame, which is passed to the HPA HMM decoder for training or decoding chord sequences. 
IV. HARMONY PROGRESSION ANALYZER
In this section, we describe the HMM topology adopted for the HPA HMM decoder, the parameter estimation approach, and the search space reduction techniques.
A. HMM Topology
As depicted in Fig. 4 , HPA's adopted HMM topology consists of three hidden and two observed variable layers. The hidden variables correspond to the key , the chord label and the bass annotations. Under this representation, a chord is decomposed into two aspects: chord label and bass note. For instance, take the chord A:maj/3: the chord state is and the bass state is . Correspondingly, we use the two LBC chromagrams discussed above:
for the treble frequency range, which is emitted by the hidden chord sequence , and for the bass range, emitted by the hidden bass sequence . This decomposition will allow HPA to distinguish between complex chords and inversions.
Under this framework, the set of a HPA HMM topology has the following parameters: where , , and denote the initial, transition and emission probabilities respectively. The joint probability of the feature vectors and the corresponding annotation sequences of a song is then given by the formula 5 (9)
B. Parameter Estimation
The parameters , , correspond to the initial probabilities of key, chord and bass respectively. They can be learnt via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), e.g., , , where indicates number of. For the transitions, represents the probability of a chord change under a certain key. Since the chord transition is strongly influenced by the underlying key [13] , this probability is modeled as key dependent. Under the assumption that relative chord transitions are key independent, we transposed all sequences to a common key and learned from the transposed sequences. This multiplied the effective amount of data by 12 in computing the MLE solution (10) Note that this transposition trick has also been employed by other researchers, including [10] and [15] . Since it allows us to get 12 times as much information from the data, the method is also applied to the estimations of , , and . Apart from modeling chord transitions, is applied to model key changes during a song, of which the MLE solution is calculated as follows: (11) 5 Note that we use p (b jb ; c ) = p (b jc )p (b jb ), which from a purely probabilistic perspective is not correct. However, this simplification reduces computational cost and results in better performance in practice. Fig. (a) to Fig. (b) ]. From Fig. (b) to Fig. (c) the matrix becomes sparser via constraining possible key transitions (KTC), indicating a further reduction of search space. A similar effect can be observed by comparing details of Fig. (b) and Fig. (c) , when the chord alphabet constraint (CAC) is applied.
The parameter models the probability of a bass note under a chord label so as to capture chord inversions:
A transition link is also added, with the purpose of modeling the continuity of bass notes and capturing ascending and descending bassline progressions, which is given by (13) Finally, the emission probabilities and are modeled as 12-dimensional single Gaussians, of which the mean vectors and full covariance matrices are also learnt via MLE.
The MLE estimations of reveal the fundamental qualitative difference between HPA and MP [11] , of which the parameters are tuned manually. Compared with MP, HPA can be easily retrained as new data becomes available. In this sense, it is potentially more applicable and flexible to a wider range of harmonic analysis tasks.
C. Search Space Reduction
Given the optimal parameters via MLE, the decoding task can be formalized as the computation of the key, chord and bass sequences that maximize the joint probability
Mathematically, this is equivalent to a standard HMM with a tuple of observed and hidden variables (15) with the following emission and transition probabilities :
(16) The computational complexity of solving this task with the Viterbi algorithm [30] is . This complexity is high due to the large number of possible chord/key/ bass note combinations (see Fig. 5(a) for an example), especially when one would like to use a large chord vocabulary [11] . In order to reduce the decoding time, we introduce three ML-based search space reduction techniques, of which the effectiveness is also shown in Fig. 5 . Although the necessity of search space reduction has been explored before [11] , as far as we aware we are the first to learn the thresholds from data.
1) Chord Alphabet Constraint (CAC):
It is unlikely that all chords will be used in a single song. Therefore, if it is possible to find out which chords are used in a song, we will be able to constrain the chord alphabet without loss of performance. One ML-based method is to utilize two-stage estimation. In particular, using a simple HMM with only chords as the hidden chain, we first apply a max-Gamma decoder [30] to a chromagram and obtain a first estimation. From this prediction we derive a unique chord alphabet for this song. Then, we force the HPA HMM chord transition probability to be zero for chords which are absent in this alphabet: if otherwise.
2) Key Transition Constraint (KTC): Music theory dictates that not all key changes are equally likely. If a song does change key, the modulation is most likely to move to a related key [3] . Thus, we suggest to rule out a priori the key transitions that are seen the least often in the training set, which is equivalent to applying a threshold pruning in dynamic programming [41] . Formally, this can be done by constraining the key transition probability as if otherwise (18) where is a positive integer indicating the threshold.
3) Chord to Bass Transition Constraint (CBTC):
Similar to the key transition constraint, we can also constrain the chord to bass transitions. A constraint is imposed on such that the bass notes can only be one of candidates for a given chord, which is equivalent to histogram pruning in dynamic programming. Mathematically, the frequencies of each chord-to-bass emission are ranked and only the most common are permissible:
if is one of the top bass notes for otherwise (19) Reassuringly, when , we discovered the constraint is equivalent to using root position, first and second inversions of a chord.
V. EVALUATION STRATEGIES
As mentioned in Section I, standard metrics for evaluating ACE systems are designed for major and minor chords only. Furthermore, they require fully annotated test data (i.e., the MIREX ACE data), and overfitting this data is becoming a significant risk. To tackle these issues, we complement established metrics with a new one that allows evaluation on songs for which no accurate ground truth annotation is available. This section summarizes the three evaluation strategies used.
A. Major/Minor Chord Evaluation
In this evaluation, carried out on the MIREX ACE dataset, we restrict ourselves to a chord alphabet of 25 chords, which is consistent with the MIREX ACE evaluation. We use this evaluation to verify the effectiveness of the proposed chromagram, compare the HPA system with other ML-based systems that can not predict complex chords, as well as to analyze our search space reduction techniques.
B. Complex Chord Evaluation
This evaluation (also on the MIREX data) is designed to evaluate complex chord estimation performance [11] with 11 chord types, 6 resulting in 121 unique chords. To the best of our knowledge the only prior systems that can handle this vocabulary are MP [11] (the top-performing MIREX ACE evaluation 2010) and Chordino [23] , both expert systems. In this evaluation, we first investigate the performance of different chromagrams used in the first evaluation. We then compare our HPA system with the standard HMM as well as with the two expert systems, analyzing their performances as well as memory and time efficiencies.
C. Meta-Song Evaluation
Finally, we go beyond the MIREX dataset and propose a new evaluation strategy, to which we refer as meta-song evaluation. This strategy can be applied to test songs for which only so-called untimed chord sequences (UCS) are available (see [36] for an example). These UCSs are noisy and do not contain chord onset times, but they can be found in abundance on 6 maj, min, maj/3, maj/5, maj6, maj7, min7, 7, dim, aug and 'N'. guitar tab websites, making this evaluation strategy applicable to unprecedented amounts of songs of a wide variety of genres.
The meta-song evaluation works by aligning the UCS of a song with its audio (using the jump alignment method from [36] ), thus constructing an approximate ground truth annotation, called a pseudo annotation. An ACE system can then be scored in the usual way by comparing its chord estimations against the pseudo annotations, leading to a pseudo accuracy. To take into account that this pseudo accuracy is bound to be somewhat biased and noisy, we trained a regression model on the MIREX data to calibrate the relation between the pseudo accuracy and the true ground truth (GT) accuracy, as well as the uncertainty on this relation. This model can then be applied to compute a confidence interval for the GT accuracy from a pseudo accuracy for a test set song. A diagrammatic representation of this approach is given in Fig. 6 .
Using meta-song evaluation, we can evaluate HPA and three well-known systems (MP [11] , Chordino [23] , and labROSA [10] ) on a much larger number of songs from different genres, allowing us to carry out an extensive analysis of the existing ACE systems, including their generalizations to different genres.
Although the present paper is the first to apply this new evaluation technique, due to space constraints the mathematical details are provided in a technical report [42] . It was also presented as a late-breaking poster at ISMIR 2011 [43] .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
The audio dataset used in Evaluation V-A and V-B is the same as the MIREX ACE evaluation 2011 7 , which contains 217 songs by The Beatles, Queen, and Zweieck. The GT key and chord annotations were obtained from http://isophonics.net, while the bass notes were extracted directly from the GT chord annotations. Since these audio signals were extracted from remastered versions of the original CDs, they might have been shifted in the time domain (e.g., adding small periods of silence to the beginning) and also stretched. To counteract this, we followed the suggestion of the labROSA group [10] and realigned the GT annotations to the audio before the experiments. We discovered that the maximum shift was 0.4 s and the maximum required linear stretch was 0.5%.
For Evaluation V-C, an additional audio dataset consisting of 1840 songs from a variety of genres is used for evaluation, and the UCSs to create the pseudo annotations are extracted from the online chord database http://www.e-chords.com/.
A. Major/Minor Chord Evaluation
In this evaluation, we used a full key alphabet (12 major and 12 minor keys), but restricted ourselves to a chord alphabet of 25 chords. There were 13 bass states corresponding to the 12 pitch classes as well as "no bass." In accordance with the MIREX ACE train-test setup, we randomly split 2/3 of songs from each album to form the training set, while the remaining 1/3 were used for testing. Two chord evaluation metrics analogous 8 to those proposed in the MIREX ACE evaluation are used: the chord overlap ratio (denoted by OR), defined as with indicating the chord estimation accuracy of the th prediction; and the chord weighted average overlap ratio (denoted by WAOR), defined as , with and denoting the number of correct and total samples of the th prediction, respectively. Both evaluations were performed with a 1-ms sampling rate, as used in the MIREX ACE evaluation. In total 102 train-test runs were done to assess variance. 9 1) Comparison of Chromagrams: We first compared the proposed loudness based chromagram (LBC) with the following popular chromagram implementations:
• STFT Chromagram (denoted by STFTC), which is implemented by the MIR toolbox [21] . The bandwidth was optimized and set as 0.19 seconds. • NNLS Chromagram [23] (denoted by NNLS), which is based on a constant Q transform followed by the removal of harmonics using non-negative least squares (see [11, Ch. 5] ). NNLS was acknowledged as the state-of-the-art in MIREX ACE 2010. In our experiments, we used the NNLS Vamp plugin 10 to generate this chromagram. • Tonal Centroid Re-Weighting [27] applied to NNLS chromagram (denoted by TCRC). • CRP Chromagram [28] (denoted by CRP), which is the latest log-pitch chromagram implemented by [44] . We optimized the parameters using cross-validation: the STFT bandwidth was set as 0.19 second, the MFCCs parameters , and the smoothing window . • Human Auditory Perception chromagram as described in [12] (denoted by HAPC). The frequency range of all chromagrams was fixed as A1 (55 Hz, MIDI pitch 33) to ( Hz, MIDI pitch 92), and a standard HMM system was used to generate chord estimations. For each chromagram, tuning and HPSS were applied a  TABLE I  PERFORMANCE OF CHROMAGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON THE MAJOR/MINOR  CHORD ESTIMATION TASK. BOLD NUMBERS REFER TO THE BEST RESULTS.  THE IMPROVEMENT OF BEAT-SYNCED LBC IS SIGNIFICANT AT A LEVEL   <10 OVER THE PERFORMANCES OF OTHER CHROMAGRAMS UNDER A   PAIRED T-TEST. THE IMPROVEMENT OF HPA IS SIGNIFICANT AT A LEVEL <10 OVER THE PERFORMANCES OF OTHER SYSTEMS priori 11 and then two strategies were used for constructing time frames: one with a frame-wise constant hop length of 0.096s; and one with beat synchronization, where the beats are estimated by our implementation of [26] .
The results are shown in Table I (upper table) , from which we observe a consistent improvement of beat-synchronous features over constant hop representations. This observation is consistent with results in [7] , [11] , [26] . In the constant hop scheme LBC performed better than the other chromagrams except TCRC. This is probably because tonal centroid re-weighting already uses harmonic information to reduce chromagram variability. Therefore, with beat synchronization the performance of LBC can be greatly improved, while the improvement of TCRC is limited. Compared with the latest NNLS and CRP chromagrams, LBC also achieves a large improvement in the beat synchronization scheme. To summarize, LBC is significantly better than all other chromagrams when beat synchronization is applied, and comparable to the best one without beat synchronization, verifying the effectiveness of the proposed chromagram.
2) Comparison of Systems: Apart from the standard HMM system [i.e., row LBC presented in Table I (upper table) ], we also compared HPA with two pure ML-based systems:
• The labROSA ACE system [10] (denoted by labROSA), which is the implementation of [9] . It utilizes an advanced discriminative HMM [45] and does chord estimation on the basis of beat-synchronous chromagrams. In our experiments, the system is used with the transposition trick mentioned in Section IV-C to enhance performance, which is equivalent to their EW1 submission in MIREX ACE 2010. • The key-specific HMM system [2] , [15] (denoted by K-HMM). This system is analogous to HPA, the main difference being the absence of the bass chain, and the use of tonal centroid re-weighting of the constant Q chromagram. For both systems, we reported two results: one with their original chromagrams; and one with the LBC as a chromagram. Table I (lower table) shows the results. Again, we observed consistent improvements by using LBC over the original features.
When all systems use the LBC, both HPA and K-HMM outperform the standard HMM, showing the benefit obtained from the key information used. Also labROSA benefits from the LBC features, but its performance falls short even of the standard HMM, despite its use of a more sophisticated learning method. This reveals a disadvantage of discriminative HMMs: because it has a set of parameters which is many times more than that of a standard HMM, the model risks to overfit when there is insufficient training data.
We also compared HPA with K-HMM (both using LBC features) by their chord confusion matrices (Fig. 7) . Clearly Fig. 7(b) is sparser than Fig. 7(a) , indicating that HPA confuses fewer chord types. This may be caused by the simplification of the chord alphabet, which confuses simpler models by the resulting chord variations. For example, K-HMM has difficulty in distinguishing from (dotted box in Fig. 7(a) ). This is because simplifying as increases the variation of , making it closer to A:maj. However, since and A:maj do not share the same bass note, HPA can use its bass chain to distinguish them. This indicates that increasing the complexity of models, such as separating treble and bass contents, could help harmonic estimation. Nevertheless, using the bass chain also has adverse effects: if the two chords (e.g., and A:maj) share the same bass note, then the estimation of HPA might be influenced by its bass chain, making it difficult to classify these chords correctly [dotted box in Fig. 7(b) ]. This problem is more serious when the model is too complex for the available training data. Results corroborating this effect were recently presented in [37] . We expect this problem can be solved by better balancing the influence of chord/bass chains via discriminative methods, which may lead to a more powerful discriminative HPA system in our future work.
3) Analysis of Search Space Reduction Techniques: Finally, we investigated our search space reduction techniques. Fig. 8(a) shows that using a reasonable cutoff to impose a key transition constraint (KTC) can reduce the decoding time dramatically while retaining a high performance. The same trend is also observed when applying a reasonable to the chord to bass transition constraint [CBTC, dotted curves in Fig. 8(b) ]. Furthermore, using a chord alphabet constraint [CAC, solid curves in Fig. 8(b) ] did not decrease the performance, although the decoding time is also reduced. In fact applying CAC could lead to a slight improvement, possibly due to fewer "false" chord changes in chord estimations.
Combining these techniques, we can speed up decoding without decreasing the performance, allowing us to apply HPA to more complex chord representations in the next evaluation.
B. Complex Chord Evaluation
In this evaluation, the ACE systems are evaluated on a chord estimation task using the complex chord vocabulary. This is a more realistic case in audio chord estimation, but currently only two systems, the musical probabilistic model (MP) [11] and Chordino [23] , are dedicated to this large vocabulary. Compared with Section VI-A, the chord vocabulary increases dramatically in this scenario. Hence, we use leave-one-out cross-validation (rather than three-fold cross-validation) so as to make maximal use of the existing dataset.
Four metrics were used to evaluate the performance. Chord precision (CP) scores 1 if the GT and estimated chords are identical at a given frame and 0 otherwise (e.g., the score between A:maj/3 and A:maj is 0). Note-based chord precision (NCP), which scores 1 if all notes are identical between GT and estimated chords and 0 otherwise (e.g., the score between A:maj/3 and A:maj is 1 but that between A:maj and A:maj7 is 0). MIREX OR and WAOR, which only compare the first two intervals in the GT and the estimated chords (e.g., the score between A:maj and A:maj7 is 1, while that between A:maj and A:min is 0). Note that the additional CP and NCP metrics are stricter than OR and WAOR, hence more suitable for evaluating estimations of complex chords such as dominant 7th, augmented, and diminished chords.
1) Generalization of Chromagrams: We first investigate the generalization of all chromagrams used in Section VI-A using a standard HMM. All chromagrams were beat-synchronized in this scenario. Table II (upper table) shows the results, from which we observed a similar trend of improvements of LBC on MIREX evaluations. However, the improvements on stricter metrics (e.g., CP) decrease. This is because all chromagrams are affected by the same problem: the fact that there is insufficient data to train a different emission probability model for each chord/bass combination when complex chords are used. It is no surprise that TCRC is least affected by this, as it is the only chromagram using some form of expert knowledge to compensate for this. Fig. 9 . Estimated average accuracies of the ACE systems on 1840 songs. An error bar represents the confidence interval of performance with a 95% confidence level.
To tackle this problem, one can obtain more fully annotated data, which is costly and not scalable. Alternatively, one can use more sophisticated models that model the dependency between musical elements (e.g., chord and bass), such as HPA and MP.
2) Comparison of Systems: Here we use three variants of HPA: the first one is a pre-trained HPA system 12 (denoted by HPA-P), which provides an upper bound of performance HPA could achieve should more data become available. The second is HPA using leave-one-out cross-validation (denoted by HPA-L), to assess its generalization ability and to compare it with that of the standard HMM. The final one is leave-one-out HPA using an NNLS chromagram (denoted by HPA-N), to compare HPA's ML-based HMM topology with the topology of MP when using the same chromagram.
We first compared HPA-L with the standard HMM (i.e., row "LBC" in the upper table) in Table II . HPA-L achieves an improvement amounting to a relative reduction in error rate by 12.2% on WAOR, which is greater than the 7.0% improvement achieved on the major/minor evaluation task. This result indicates that when the difficulty of the task increases but the training data is limited, one can benefit from a richer model that respects the structure of music.
We then compared the HPA variants with the state-of-the-art MP system in the same table. Note that the results of MP are a bit different from what have been presented in MIREX ACE 2010, due to slight differences between evaluation metrics as mentioned in Section VI-A. Encouragingly, even the leave-one-out system HPA-N achieves a slight improvement over MP, especially on stricter evaluations. We found that one cause of the low performance of MP is that it missed out many short-lived chords, possibly due to its strong chord self-transition probability. Another cause observed is that it predicted many complex chords (notably 6ths and 7ths). Both observations reveal the weakness of expert systems where parameters are tuned manually, possibly in ways that are suboptimal.
We also compared HPA's and MP's processing time and memory consumption for decoding the MIREX dataset [Table III (left table) ]. Results on two specific songs, one with an average length and one being the longest song in the dataset, are also presented. On average HPA consumes only 1/10 of the memory and is 1.7 times faster than MP, verifying the effectiveness of the search space reduction techniques. By comparison, running MP is not practical for regular users due to its large memory consumption. Finally, we compared HPA to Chordino [23] (denoted by CH), which uses the same NNLS chroma features as MP but a simpler model. This comparison is informative since CH's computation/memory cost is more in line with that of HPA. To imitate the behavior of regular users, this test was done on an Apple Macintosh computer. Table III (right table) shows that HPA is a factor 1.6 slower than CH due to its more costly chromagram calculation, although the decoding process is very fast. As shown in Table II (lower table) , HPA's accuracy improvement over CH is considerable though, making HPA a valuable alternative to CH.
C. Meta-Song Evaluation
In this final evaluation, we estimated and compared the performance on the 25-class chord alphabet of HPA (trained on the entire MIREX dataset) with three ACE systems: the ML-based labROSA system [10] (also trained on the whole MIREX dataset), and the expert systems MP [11] and Chordino [23] . The evaluation set consists of 1840 songs from different genres, for which the GT annotations do not exist but where we can derive the pseudo annotations from . To estimate performance, WAOR is used as the evaluation metric, and the linear regression model presented in [42] is applied to model the relationship between pseudo accuracies and true WAORs.
Average results on the whole dataset are presented in Fig. 9 . The estimated WAOR of labROSA is slightly better than expert systems MP and CH. This implies a better generalization of ML-based systems over expert ones. HPA however outperforms all other systems.
We also categorized the songs by their genres and estimated the WAOR performances of the systems on each genre. The results are illustrated in Fig. 10 . HPA performs better on most of the genres, especially on those related to Rock (dashed box in Fig. 10 ). This is probably to the fact that HPA is trained on songs mainly from the Rock genre. Only in a few genres such as Funk and Blues, do other methods perform better than HPA. This seems to suggest that further improvements can be gained using a meta-system, combining different systems' estimations. This will be investigated in our future work.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a novel key, chord and bass simultaneous estimation system-the harmony progression analyzer (HPA)-that purely relies on ML techniques. The experimental results verify that the HPA system achieves state-of-the-art performance on chord estimation, and it can be sped up significantly using the search space reduction techniques without severely decreasing the performance.
HPA uses a novel chromagram extraction method, which is inspired by loudness perception studies and achieves better estimation performance. Second, HPA purely relies on ML techniques, which promises further improvements if more data become available. Finally, HPA achieves an excellent tradeoff be-tween performance and memory and time complexities, making it applicable to real world harmonic analysis tasks.
For future work, we aim to improve the processing time for chromagram extraction. This can be done by moving to faster programming languages such as C/C++. We will also move towards discriminative approaches using the same HMM topology, which may potentially address the problem of HPA discussed in Section VI-A2 where we noticed the bass chain was "overpowering" the chord chain and leading to incorrect estimations. Finally, an investigation of combining systems' estimations using ML techniques is also a direction of our future work. Yizhao Ni received the M.Sc. degree from the University College London, London, U.K., and the Ph.D. degree in machine learning for machine translation from the University of Southampton, Southampton, U.K.
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